
ARE WE TRAPPED IN NATURE? 

(A combined Exploration for the Truth) 

 

 

1)-Theories, Philosophies and Beliefs are all fabricated  

by Man, in the effort to describe the Nature and if 

faulty, they could be improved, changed or replaced 

from time to time.  

 

2)- Fundamental Realities of Nature remain Unchanged 

everywhere in the Universe, just as the astronomical 

proof, the composition of Water remains unchanged in 

Galaxies.  

 



3)-Nothing happens By Chance in Nature and though 

complicated to understand, a reasonable Causation is 

there behind everything.  

 

4)-Origin and End are the essential destinations for Linear 

Thinking and what is the significance of ‘Origin of the 

World’ whence Astronomers find adequate proofs of 

new worlds, being emerged in the space even at this 

very moment of Time? 

 

5)-Time is immaterial and it cannot be recognized at all 

unless things Change. Hence, ‘Change of 

Matter’(Dynamics) is dominant in Universe and ‘Time’ is 

just to represent the Relative Existence between 

Changes.   
1.   Supported by: The concepts of ‘Dynamic Package of World’ and 

‘Relativity’ -(Albert Einstein’/20th century) 

2.   Supported by: ‘Anithya- World at continuous Change’ - the 1st 

Reality and ‘Anathma- World sensed as Permanent, but a mistake 

Relative to the Observer-the 3rd Reality-(Buddha/6thcentury BC) 

 

 

6)-Matter is recognized in Existence, in the Three 

Fundamental States of Energy which are; 



1. Solid Matter(Atomic matter including solids, liquids & 

gasses):-energy in atomic rotary motion 
Supported by: atomic energy E=mc2 where ‘c’-velocity of light 

and ‘m’-mass. -(Albert Einstein’/20th century)  

 

2. Energy Matter (rays such as; light, heat, laser, α, β, γ… ):- 

energy in linear projection: 
Supported by: “Rays are of continuous linear projection of 

energy particles” and ‘Kinetic Energy of moving matter =1/2 mv2 

where v is the velocity’-Sir. Isaac Newton/1642-1727) 

 

3.  Medium Matter:-Energy at stillness-(Matter 

requires Energy to possess a Volume in a Pressure 

Medium)- (Volumetric Energy =Pressure x Volume).   

1. Supported by the old concept of the ‘Etheric Medium’ 

that exists in the free space. 

2. Supported by (Akasha Dhathu)-one of the five 

Fundamental Matters of Nature -(Buddha/6th century BC)  

 

7)- Everything in Nature including Life, must be made up 

of aforesaid three Fundamental Matter.  

    Only the Physical Body of Life which is made up of 

Atomic Matter is recognized but the Astral Body which 

could be made up of other two Energies cannot be 

measured by physical tools of Science. 



  

8)-Energy cannot be created or destroyed. [Theory of 

‘Conservation of Energy: E=mc2 -Albert Einstein’/20th century] 

 
                                                     FIGURE-01 

9)-Dark Matter(a gathering of neutrons) expands through a 

‘Spherical Vortex’ creating a Galaxy and contracts back  

in to the same dark matter. 
1. Supported by: ‘Pendulum type of dynamics without creating or 

destroying energy’-(Albert Einstein/20th century) 

2. Supported by: ‘Cyclic type of repeatable dynamics’-(Hinduism 

/long existing religion before Buddha) 



3. Supported by: ‘Viwatta Chakkawala’- Expanding Galaxies and 

‘Samwatta Chakawala’- Contracting Galaxies-(Buddha/6th 

century BC)   

 [The ‘Spherical Vortex’ is the dynamic organization behind the Phase 

Transformation of Matter, in contracting to the absolute zero and in 

expanding to the infinity.  The distance of the dynamics, has to be 

recognized as the 4th Dimension.]   

 

10)- Whence the Planetary Climate becomes suitable 

with adequate Nitrogen, Carbon, Oxygen, Calcium, 

Moisture & Heat, the first ancestors of Flora and Fauna 

crop up as Algae and Bacteria. 

    

11)- Nature, who owns the Material, is also the 

incomparable Designer to create the Universe and to 

decorate it with Life , through its Evolutionary 

Processes. 

 Process of the Physical Evolution of Life(Flora & Fauna):-

‘Theory of Natural Selection’-Charles Robert Darwin(1809-1882) 

 

 Process of Soul Evolution of Life(Fauna): “Reincarnation-

‘Eternal Life Cycle’ with Rebirths”.   
   1. Buddha/ 6th century BC 

   2. Supported by findings of Edgar Cayce/(1809-1882)  

 



12)- Mind is the software package which interacts with 

the Brain (the hardware), offered to Fauna by Nature, to 

sense Changes and react for Survival. 

 

13)- Visual, auditory, gustatory, nasal & tactile are the 

intake signals that comes to the Brain as 

electromagnetic pulses through the five sensory 

organs in the animal body. 

 

14)- Mind, the software package offered to Fauna, is 

developed up to a degree of Maturity through  

experience gained by living(existence). 

 

15)- The Eternal Life Cycle (Sansara), Begins in fauna, with 

the Wrong Claim (Avidya) cropped up in Mind, as ‘Me & 

Mine’ and ever since, Mind Deposits (kamma) are made 

to earn Rebirth. (Buddha/ 6th century BC)  

 

16)-Cohesiveness of Mind(Thanha) with regard to 

Attraction  upon pleasant signals as well as Repulsion  

upon unpleasant signals, if followed with Action, 

makes Mind Deposits (‘Kamma’-a package of ‘Upadana’) in 



the Soul-Astral Bank (Vinnana) as provisions for Future 

Life   -[Buddha/ 6th century BC].   

 

 

17)- ‘Soul Evolution’ is the hidden natural phenomenon 

behind the scene, which could promote the matured 

Fauna towards the level of Supremacy-‘Humanity’ -in 

the evolutionary process of ‘Soul Civilization’. 
 

 

18)- Good deeds harvest Good results and bad deeds 

earn bad results based on the Fundamental Nature 

Principle ‘Action and Reaction’   
    1-‘Kamma-Phala Niyama’-(Buddha/ 6th century BC) 

    2-‘Reap what you sow’- (Jesus Christ/During Domini)  

    3-Supported by: the Physical Law ‘Action and Reaction’-(Sir Isaac 

Newton/1642-1727)

  

19)- ‘Astrology’-the ancient technology exhibits how 

matured ‘Mind Deposits’ in the Soul-Astral Bank are 

drawn to the cash counter at present by cyclic visits of 

planets in to the 12 star houses in the sky, to bring  

Happiness  & Sorrow periodically being based on the 

horoscope(birth chart).  



 The reaction is therefore not always immediately after the action but 

late in this rotary dynamics- (The mechanism behind Astrology 

however is still being studied)   

  

20)-Humanity is the summit senior state of Soul 

Evolution and it is also the turning point for Promotion 

to Divinity or Supreme Humanity and contrarily, 

Demotion to Devilry or helpless Humanity and perhaps 

returning to the evolutionary stream back as animals. 
1-(Buddha/ 6th century BC),   

     (Supported by the other religious philosophies too, up to a certain extent)  

 

21)- The Eternal Life facilitates Souls with a common 

package to choose their own  path to harvest 

‘Happiness’ and ‘Sorrow’, which exist 50% by 50%  

balance in Nature.  

 -Some are harvesting a bigger portion of Happiness at present while 

some are sunken in deep Sorrow, being resulted largely upon their 

Past Deeds in previous births.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



22)- Commitment to Make others Happy is the Golden 

Path to Happiness. 

1-‘Maithree, Karuna, Dana and 

Seela’- Behaving well behalf of 

others –(Buddha/6th century BC) 

 

2-‘Love thy neighbors’ 

 -(Jesus Christ/Origin of Domini) 

 

3-‘Fasting (to spare Resources for the 

Poor) or unless Feeding the Poor’  

 -Muhammad-(7th century AD)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 FIGURE-02: THE LIFE CHART 
 

23)-Just as Leaders & Rulers are born to govern any 

Human Community or Animal Habitat, there should be 

Heads to govern Heavens and Hells as well. Besides 

that, the Heads of Heaven and Hell could have some 

  ‘Exploiting Resources’ by Introvert 

thinking, shall result Demotion of 

souls down to the ‘Regions of Sorrow’ 

in the Life Chart. 

  ‘Sharing Resources’ by Extrovert 

thinking, shall Promote people up to 

the ‘Regions of Happiness’ in the Life 

Chart. 



Directing Authority upon Human Civilization just like, 

the Head of the Senior School looks in to the 

Disciplinary Aspects in the Primary School. 

- (logical reasoning) 

  

24)-As there is a Beginning for Eternal Life, there should 

be a definite End as well, for the Eternal Life. 

- (logical reasoning)    

 

25)- The Eternal Life Began in You, with the Wrong Claim 

as ‘Me & Mine’ that cropped up in the Mind and after 

a long Evolutionary Journey with an uncountable 

number of Rebirths, it Ends in the Self-Realization of 

the Mistake made by thyself at the Entrance. 

    

   Cohesiveness (Thanha) in the mentality regarding input 

Signals is gone with the supreme self-realization, and 

thence no more Mind Deposits  to cause Rebirths and 

that is the Absolute Exit (Nibbna) from this Meaningless 

Life Trap of Nature. [Only matured Human Beings and Gods are 

capable of attaining that supreme degree of Self-Realisation (Arhath) 

-Buddha/6th century BC]          

                                        END 



 

 

 

 

 

“NOT TO ACCEPT BUT TO TEST” 


